


The very mention of Africa conjures up images of vast, wild
and majestic landscapes and stirs an ancient longing deep
within the hearts of most. The cradle of civilisation holds in
its mystique the beauty of an era that long ago faded but will
never be forgotten. Coppercraft Africa offers a means of
conduit to this distant age by taking the traditional and adding
a touch of modern edge.

As far back as 500BC, copper and brass jewellery has been used
by Africans for self-adornment and decoration. We now offer similar 
styled pieces recapturing the very spirit of this majestic continent. 

to create the earthy colours that create its uniqueness.

Inspired by the Ndebele culture, whose art has always played a vital 
role in their day-to-day-lives, Coppercraft Africa captures the allure 
of Ancient Africa by mixing the traditional with modern, simple 
yet complex, giving you a truly ethnic feel. We are proud to have 
extended this breath-taking range to include tableware and a 
candlestick collection.

Located in the picturesque White River hills in Mpumulanga, these
handcrafted products allow you to take home a small piece of the
mysterious African spirit.

Traditional techniques and styles are used to 
create original designs with a difference
enhancing any dress occasion.

Traditional techniques and styles are used to 
create original designs with a difference
enhancing any dress occasion.

Traditional techniques and styles are used to 
create original designs with a difference
enhancing any dress occasion.
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Traditional african designs inspired this unique jewellery range from Mpumalanga.
Ancient beliefs all contribute to the brass and the copper jewellery we make.

Handcrafted from copper and brass, this unique jewellery range is inspired by the sights and
sounds of ancient Africa.

get the earthy colours which makes it unique.

Handcrafted in our factories, we recommend you polish it with a soft cloth and treat it with care.

We hope that by wearing this jewellery it will help you capture the spirit of this vast, wild continent.

Simple yet complex, ancient but modern, this collection of copper and brass jewellery is inspired
by our local culture. Handmade in Mpumalanga using materials from the area.

In buying this jewellery you are contributing to the continuation of these outstanding traditional
art forms.

Creative Copper is a unique form of handcrafted jewellery
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BO11r

BO11br

BO11bl

“Woodstock” Bangles

399a

399b

399c

399d

399e

399f

399h

399ibp

399ibr

399j

399k

B008

B011black

B011

B011b/r

B019s

B025

B029

B034b/c

B043

B054

B063r

B076 B011t

JABULANI
HEALTH

B130

B124

B110

B109

B086
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B137

B151

B162

B165

B166

B173t

B189

B195

B196

B200

B207

B237

B238r

B238bl

B242

B246

B249

B249a

B249b

B255

B257

B368

B368sb

B368sbl

B380

B240

B190
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C008

C008a

E008 (C, P or H)

E009 (H)

E009t (H)

E009bl (H)

C009

C009t

C009bl
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C011

E011 (C, P or H)

E011t (C, P or H)

E016 (C, P or H)

E020 (C, P or H)

E029 (C, P or H)

C011t

C016

C020

C029
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C063

E063 (P or H)

E063r (C, P or H)

E086 (C, P or H)

E120 (C, P or H)

C063r 

C086

C120
C120a
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C107

E107 (P or H)

E107r (P or H)

E109 (P or H)

E110 (C, P or H)

C107r

C109

C109 (long)

C110
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C161

C160

C124

C164

C162

C162a

E162 (C, P or H)

E164 (C, P or H)

E124 (C, P or H)

E160 (C, P or H)

E161 (C, P or H)
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E165 (C, P or H)

E166 (C, P or H)

E171 (C, P or H)

E173s (C, P or H)

E173t (C, P or H)

E179 (C, P or H)

C179

C173t

C173s

C171

C166

C165
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E185 Shares
179 Earing (C, P or H)

C185

C214

C222

C213

C196

E196 (C, P or H)

E213 (C, P or H)

E222 (C, P or H)

E214 (C, P or H)
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E226 (C, P or H)

E238r (C, P or H)

E238bl (C, P or H)

E240 (C, P or H)

E243 (C, P or H)

E244 (C, P or H) C244

C243

C240

C238bl

C238r

C226
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“Round” Blackpearl “Round” Brass

Cross with Cord

Cross with Cord
(Turquoise)

Cross (Heavy Brass) Cross (Decorated brass
with pattern)

Cross (Decorated brass
with pattern)a

Cross (Decorated
with inner cross)

Assorted rings with
adjustable band

(Order using an “R”
and the earring code)
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BR/P011
Available in 

Turquoise & Black

BR/P016

BR/P029

BR/P063 BR/P164

BR/P110

BR/P086

BR/P165
BR/P216

BR/P179

BR/P190

BR/P196

BR/P154

BR/P160

P208a
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BR/P517

P253br

BR/P236

P254r

BR/P523sb

P254

BR/P218s

BR/CP184

BR/P179BR/P523
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H/BB006 H/BB017

H/BB017sH/BB011

H/BB086

H/BB110

H/BB130H/BB020H/BB015
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H/BB016

H/BB019s H/BB026 H/BB032

H/BB074H/BB025

E1121 (H)E236 (H)E054 (C or P)
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SH008

SH014s

SH110 SH102

SH086

SH063
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Ask for our “ELITE”
presentation packs
Minimum order
of 20 boxes

T H E C O P P E R A G E C U R E
You take your vitamins, but do you get enough copper?

the latest anti-ageing skin saver.

THE ESSENTIAL MINERAL
From bracelets and rings to neck chains, copper
has long been used to ward off aches and pains.
But did you know that you consume copper every

heart disease and arthritis. But when your copper
levels are adequate, your cells are better able to
produce energy and detoxify free radicals that are
released in your body during normal cell metabolism and
when you absorb chemicals from cigarette smoke
and pollution.

Studies have shown that a lack of copper
also accelerates ageing. By contrast,
topically applied, copper stimulates cellular
activity and production of collagen and
elastin, keeping you looking younger for longer.

skincare products like the Neutrogena Visibly Firm
with Active copper range.

WHAT COPPER DOES FOR YOUR HEALTH
Copper helps if you:

 have received cuts and grazes - because copper stimulates
the production of collagen and helps wounds heal faster.

 are trying to fall pregnant - because copper is essential
for embryonic development, helping to form blood vessels,
strengthen muscles and add elasticity to skin.

 are at risk of developing arthritis - an Australian study showed
three in four arthritis patients had less joint pain when they
wore a copper bracelet. The bracelets actually become lighter
(about 13mg less a month), because the element is absorbed
through the skin.

 are at risk of heart disease - because low copper intake is
linked to high cholesterol and thickening of the arteries.

 are anaemic - because copper helps your body absorb iron
more easily.

COPPER AND HEALING
Copper jewellery has been used to improve health since the

of jewellery, copper heals by reacting to your perspiration (a
green colour appears on your skin and on the jewellery) and
being absorbed through the skin. Copper jewellery is also used
by arthritis sufferers as a way to relieve pain. Alternative
healers believe that its properties help to cleanse the aura or

many years and a recent study demonstrated that pathogens
like the polio virus and E. coll are inhibited by contact with
copper. Copper-based pains, brass door knobs and plates
(about 75 percent copper), have

Jewellery Specials

Ask the factory about any “specials” on
their stocks of discontinued jewellery.

All items designed and hand crafted at.

Coppercraft Africa (Pty) Ltd t.a. Creative Copper
PO Box 1326, White River, 1240, South africa 

Tel: +(27) 13 758 1194 
Fax: +(27) 13 758 1184

Email: coppercraft@soft.co.za 
Web address: www.coppercraft.co.za

Copperleaf Graphic Design 013 750 1915
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